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Abstract
This article deals with energy consumption in train industry. It is specially focused on pantographs mounted on top
of train. Simulations of commonly used pantograph were performed during research in order to obtain resistance
(drag force). Than was created design of two different modifications in order to improve air flow around pantograph.
Simulation of pantograph with additional ramp and pantograph with basement mounted in hole on train´s roof was
performed. This results were compared with default design in terms of drag forces and uniformity of flow. For
simulation were used modern CFD (computational fluid dynamics) solvers and postprocessor. Resul ts can be applied
on different design of pantograph or on pantograph in different position. Results shows how important, comparing
to whole train, is during movement energy consumption of pantograph.
Keywords: flow simulation; pantograph; train; drag force; speed.

1. Introduction
Pantograph is a device that is mounted on the train’s roof and it is used to collect the energy from the catenary. This
electrical energy is than used for train movement. The human being always needed to move from one place to another, is
it about move some quantity of objects or materials, or to move himself, and the way it has been done is evolving all the
time.
This energy must come from somewhere, and need to be collect it. The most common to do that is a combination of
pantograph-catenary. All producers of trains are using different designs and positions of pantograph. Our aim is to get
simple answer, what is more suitable.
Aerodynamic resistance of all parts has to be decreased for lower energy consumption. Our research is focused on
body of pantograph. Resistance, which is main evaluating criterion, can be called as a drag force. This force is highly
speed-dependent (it is on second power, obvious from (1)).
For simulation was used CFD module of advanced solver NX Nastran. Pre-processing of this task was done in software
Siemens NX 10. Beginning of this kind of simulations is preparation of simulation model. This procedure is simply
described on Fig.1. Parts, which are small are during this process neglected. Than is this simulation model subtracted
from the volume of air and is created fine FEM mesh.
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It is necessary to use special approach called BLM (boundary layer mesh) to ensure sufficient number of elements at
the surface of moving body. During our simulations was considered constant movement of train with speed 100km/h.
From definition of aerodynamic force is obvious, that higher speed results in higher energy consumption (1).
1

F = 𝜌𝑣 2 𝑐𝐴

(1)

2

Where:

F…Aerodynamic force
ρ… Fluid viscosity
v… Velocity of the body
c… Aerodynamic coefficient
A… Transversal area of the body

For simulation was used the most common design of pantograph. Results from this simulation can be used on different
design with respect to their geometry.

Fig. 1. Initial and simulation model of pantograph
2. Comparing of Variants
Detailed design of pantograph was considered for simulation from computational point of view, but train body
was modelled as simplified. Additional devices mounted on top of train were neglected. Reason is because all
producers are designing and mounting these devices (such as horns, electric connections…) in different positions.
[1,2,3]
During CFD analysis were compared three designs:
 Default design without any change of geometry
 Design with added geometry of ramp in front of pantograph
 Design with change of connection between train and pantograph
Comparing was performed at two different levels. Drag force caused on pantograph body was compared during first
step and then was compared uniformity of air flow around pantograph. Simply, it is possible to say that the more uniform
flow is, the more suitable is for train. Uniform flow leads also to minimization of vibrations and possible mechanical
defects.
For simulation was used mathematical model of flow called SST- Shear Stress Transport. It is combination of KEpsilon and K-Omega models. Far from walls, the SST — Shear Stress Transport model behaves like the K-Epsilon
model. Near the walls, the SST — Shear Stress Transport model behaves like a K-Omega model. The SST — Shear Stress
Transport model displays better performance for unconfined flows and flows with strong adverse pressure gradients.
[4,5,9]
Boundary conditions were same for all simulations, and are described as:
 Input velocity of 100 km/h
 Pressure of 0.101325 MPa
 Gravity of 9.81 m/𝑠 2
 Boundary layer mesh with approximately 2 million elements
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2.1. Default Design
Default design is obvious in Fig. 2. From CFD simulation is on the same picture clearly to see blue area behind
pantograph. This area has lower speed of air flow comparing to the rest. Main aim of optimization should be decreasing
of this blue area and trying to get in most places the same speed of flow [6,7]. Default design causes resistance force
442,46 N.

Fig. 2. Air flow around default position
2.2. Design with added geometry of ramp in front of pantograph
Our first try was a small ramp, trying to force the air flow go through up to the base. This concept was designed with
the objective to be simple, and from this getting next improvement. In following picture is obvious zone behind the
pantograph with slower air flow (Compared to default on Fig.2). This area with lower speed is bigger than in default
design. It is resulting in increasing of the drag force and from this point of view is not suitable of using during real traffic.
Increasing of resistance force was on level 484,19 N.

Fig. 3. Air flow around pantograph with added device
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2.3. Design with change of connection between train and pantograph
After we have analysed the previous results, we tried to put the pantograph in a lower position on the train’s roof. In
this configuration, basement of pantograph is attached to a hole on roof. It helps to flow make it more uniform. Nowadays
should be approach to put all parts which are not necessary exposed to air flow inside to the train body. Main structure of
train is among all producers designed to be aerodynamic and all parts connected from the outside to this body are
increasing consumption of energy [8].

Fig. 4. Air flow around pantograph with improved basement mounted inside roof
This design results in decreasing of resistance force on final level 369,85N. Uniformity of air flow is visible from
Fig.4. Blue area behind pantograph is significantly smaller comparing previous designs. This design results in some
vorticities. They are visible on Fig.5. There are some streamlines around body of train and pantograph. In hole below
pantograph are visible some vortexes which are caused by this design.

Fig. 5. Streamlines around pantograph and train
3. Conclusion
Results are described in following table. Significant is difference comparing to default design. Is obvious, that adding
additional ramp is not resulting in improvement and has negative influence. Good approach is hiding some parts
(basement) of pantograph under level of roof. This leads to decreasing of drag force (it means resistance force) by 16%.
For clear understanding is added also lift force of each design. This force is acting in vertical direction and is 10% of drag
force. Because of that was for comparing used only drag force.
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Lift (N)

Drag
(N)

Drag
Difference

Default design

49

442,46

0%

Design with ramp in front of pantograph
Design with change of connection between train and pantograph

35,4
25,36

484,19
369,85

9%
-16%

Table 1. Results summary
Before the conclusion, we must be warned that a lot of parts weren’t take in account during the simulations (can create
interference in the flow nearby the surface) and the pantograph’s height can variate during the travel. In these simulations
were used the average height, and the higher the pantograph is, the greater the force acting on it. It is caused by the
transversal area changes (1).
Further steps should be simulation of air flow inside air tunnel and validating of previous simulations. This is possible
to done by comparing streamlines from virtual (CFD) simulations and from real experiment in tunnel.
Nowadays should all products be designed with respect to energy consumption and its minimization. Our research shows,
that all parts (even the smaller ones) have influences and it is necessary to optimize them in order to get final products
with better properties.
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